2018 CARP FISHING TOURNAMENT
AUGUST 12 TH

Don’t
the

WEST GRAVEL L AKES (L AKES 2 & 3) • THORNTON
LOCATION
West Gravel Lakes
8554 Colorado Blvd, Thornton, CO 80229

REGISTRATION/CHECK IN SITE
8554 Colorado Blvd, Thornton, CO 80229

HOURS
Mandatory rules meeting at 6 AM at the lake side parking lot. Every angler must attend this meeting!
Tournament hours are from 7am to 3pm on August 12th. Anglers will hear a horn at 7am starting the event. Anglers are not allowed
to fish until the 7am horn. All videos must be received by 3pm. If you do not have service to send the video you must bring the video
to weigh in but all entries must be entered by 3pm. NO VIDEOS WILL BE ACCEPTED LATER THAN 3PM.
All anglers Fishing in the Don’t Bash The Trash Carp Event must be off the water and not fishing West Gravel Lakes from 5pm on
August 11th until 7am on August 12th.
WEIGH-IN
Each angler will be provided a Tightline Outdoors specific measure board in which they must use to measure all fish for this event.
This is a digital/video weigh in process. In your weigh-in video, anglers must clearly show and state their name, show the measure
board, show the fish being placed on the measure board and clearly show the head touching one end and the tail spread on the
measurement, anglers must state the fish’s length (judge receiving the video must agree on length), anglers must show the fish
being released back in the water and show a land mark showing they are at the tournament location. All entries must be very clear!
Any videos that appear unclear and/or lacking information will not be counted in the measuring process. All entries must be
received no later than 3 PM on July 28th.
SPECIES
This is a Carp only event. Only Carp including Common and Grass Carp can be entered to win a prize.
BOUNDARIES
Anglers can fish Lakes 2 and 3.
OTHER RULES
You are allowed to fish as an individual or as a team. While fishing as a team you are still measuring your fish independently
so the benefits of fishing as a team is just you have a partner to help you net fish but you are still only allowed to operate your
own rods and measure your own fish. At no point in time are you allowed to touch your partner’s rod or rods.
In the situation of using pack bait or any other form of bait. Any bait and/or excess material attached to your line must have
a hook in the bait. Any bait placed on your line without a hook is considered chumming. At this time we do not have a rule for
the overall weight or amount of bait placed on your hook but a hook must be in all bait while fishing.
PAYOUTS
The payout listed below are based on a 40 contestant event. Payouts can increase or decrease due to total number of participants
but the payout scale is based on a percentage.
1st - $800
4th - $200 plus $200 to Bass Pro

2nd - $500 plus $200 to Bass Pro
5th - $100 plus $200 to Bass Pro

3rd - $200 plus $200 to Bass Pro
6th - $200 to Bass Pro
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